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“What do I get for my $10 TRIO national dues?”

Every so often someone asks that question, so let’s address that clearly here. First and foremost,
let’s suggest: "It's the wrong question." The right question is "What do we get for our TRIO
dues?" period! There are no local vs. national levels of TRIO membership dues. A TRIO
member is a TRIO dues paying member, simple. Every member is either a TRIO local chapter
affiliated member or listed as a member-at-large if there is no local chapter in their geographical
area.

Dues for TRIO local chapter members are set by their local chapter. Most chapters define
membership dues as $20/year and that matches the member-at-large whose dues are paid directly
to the TRIO national office. The local chapter, as part of their affiliation with a national TRIO
organization as set forth in the by-laws, contributes $10 for each member when they send in their
annual membership list to the national office each Spring, no matter what they set their chapter
members’ dues, be that $10, $20, $30 or higher. For those with financial hardship, TRIO has a
policy that nobody is turned away if they can’t afford that annual dues amount.

A direct and big-picture answer to the corrected question above is "You get to be a member of
TRIO, an international organization that represents you as the ‘voice of the transplant
community’ and supports you with a long list of benefits that include those provided by the local
chapter and the national office.” Most TRIO members join TRIO to serve, not just to “get” and
see TRIO as a powerful means to leverage their personal passion and skills to “give back” in
gratitude and service with the resources and network of fellow recipients that membership
numbers can offer, both in the local community and at the national/international level. This is
especially true when aligned with the TRIO mission of advocacy and public education of the
need for organ donation which helped each of us get our life saving gift of a transplanted organ,
and for whom today so many still wait for their own “miracle” transplant, over 115,000 waiting
as of January 2013, for example. Through TRIO you can reach back and help those who follow
in your footsteps of fulfilled living post-transplant.
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The longer and more detailed list of other benefits of TRIO membership go well beyond what
each local chapter offers in their community. The local chapter typically serves as a social and
support network, reaching out as “close family” to members with regular meetings, educational
presentations and a large variety of events that fit each local community’s needs and resources.
Some are small with a close knit 15 or 25 members, while others have a much larger impact with
membership of 200+ that tackle larger projects of donor recognition events that draw 1,000+
attendees on an annual basis, as one example. Each provides their own special unique
opportunities of service and support for members to become engaged in TRIO common mission.

The overall umbrella of the TRIO organization is the TRIO national office, supported by a single
contracted Managing Services Director, Sylvia Leach, our only paid staff, and a national board
of twelve volunteer members. Board members pay all their own meeting travel and lodging
expenses and receive no financial compensation nor reimbursement. Like TRIO members
everywhere, they are driven by a desire to help others with their action filled dedication of
personal time and talent in support of our TRIO mission.

The goal of the national office is to support and serve the TRIO membership, either through local
chapters or directly with our members-at-large. All members receive benefit, either directly or
indirectly, from TRIO national services that include . . .

1. The power of affiliation with over 1,000 TRIO members and 14 TRIO chapters both
nationally and abroad, united under a common mission supported by dedicated chapter
and national leadership

2. TRIO’s quarterly Lifelines newsletter (8 or 12 pages of TRIO and transplant news and
information)

3. A TRIO monthly electronic newsletter (TRIO e-News)
4. A resource filled TRIO website (TRIOweb.org) with . . .

a. over 700 transplant related web site links,
b. over 400 news articles updated daily and archived for later reference,
c. service listings,
d. many transplant workshop videos,
e. over 150 transplant book listings (many with reviews),
f. over 125 transplant movie listings (with full background information for all),
g. newsletter archives,
h. scholarship listings
i. many other member transplant resources
j. all searchable for easy access

5. A TRIO Facebook social media resource
6. Helping transplant family children with TRIO’s scholarship program
7. Helping patients/families in need with TRIO’s UAL free travel program
8. Connection and synergy through TRIO representatives to other transplant organizations
9. A robust TRIO transplant presentation video library with 50 professional DVD

presentations
10. TRIO’s 800-number patient support hotline (Lend a Helping Ear)
11. TRIO Chapter fundraising event support
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12. Transplant educational brochures/events/resources
13. Support of a TRIO medical advisory board (MAB)
14. TRIO public-policy advocacy support with policy makers in Washington, DC as a

member of the Transplant Roundtable (a consortium of 13 national organizations)
15. TRIO representing members as a voting member of the UNOS OPTN with TRIO

members serving on UNOS committees and the UNOS national board
16. TRIO conferences and symposiums (i.e. annual educational Leadership Summits with

archived web site videos of workshops for everyone’s use)
17. National consultation and leadership providing on-call support for local TRIO

chapters/members, a benefit which includes . . .
a. TRIO 501c3 nonprofit status for chapter use, i.e. as a ‘sub’ organization, under

TRIO’s 501c3 IRS non-profit designation, a TRIO Chapter . . .
- does not file with IRS for non-profit status, thus saving

o hiring an attorney to file, usually $500
o filing Fees with state and IRS ($300-$750)

- does not file a tax return (Form 990), if it’s annual gross income is less than
$25,000 (instead, just a simple annual IRS post card filing)

- use of TRIO’s registered logo
- affiliation with an internationally recognized 25-year-old influential

organization
- promotion of chapters/membership with chapter contact information and local

activity/newsletter posting on the national TRIO web site (TRIOweb.org) and
articles in TRIO communications (Lifelines and E-News)

18. Support and consultation for local development groups (which in some cases may lead to
forming new TRIO chapters)

In summary, for your TRIO dues, whatever they may be, you receive not only understanding
and support in your own transplant life, but also the opportunity to multiply your personal
resources of time, energy, creative ideas and monies through membership in an international
organization with a proud 25 year tradition of respected service to the transplant community. We
welcome you as a member of this very special family who are using their transplant extended
lives in “paying it forward” to others in need.

Together in TRIO service we can, and are, changing the
world and individual lives, one day at a time!


